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Kingsley Books. Paperback. Condition: New. 202 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.3in. x 0.7in.Imagined
dangers become very real as a quest for intrigue leads to a disturbing discovery. . . . Fifteen-year-old
Constantine Rea is bored with life in Vienna Austria, since it seems nothing that exciting ever
happens there. But then an acquaintance tells Con that the old city has always been a center of
international espionage. In fact, one out of ten adults living in Vienna is a spy! Con knows at least
ten adults . . . but could one be a spy Con and his best friend, Hannah, devise a plan to unmask the
identity of the spy in their midst, but their plan is put on hold when Con and his mother make a trip
to visit their old landlord, Herr Donner. While there, Con receives a curious gold object called a
mezuzah, a symbol of Jewish faith. Then Donner has a chance to rethink the gift, and he angrily
demands its return-but Con refuses. What is so important about the mezuzah, and why did Donner
have it in the first place This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from
Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN....
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Without doubt, this is actually the best operate by any article writer. Indeed, it can be perform, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been
written in an exceedingly straightforward way in fact it is only soon a er i finished reading through this book through which in fact changed me, modify
the way in my opinion.
-- Miss Elissa  K utch V-- Miss Elissa  K utch V

This is actually the finest pdf i have got study right up until now. It can be full of wisdom and knowledge Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Reese Mor issette II--  Reese Mor issette II
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